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Englishtotem
4º, 5º y 6º primaria 

English? No, 
Please!! 



Englishtotem 
Storytelling-Theatre.  

English? No, please!!. 

SYNOPSIS:

Pete is a young boy, very different to other kids, who 
wants to be a rock star and doesn’t like English at all. One 
day he listens a special new, his favourite and one of the 
most famous bands in the world is looking for a singer.... 
Pete decides to go to London and audite but he has got a 
big problem, The language.. After several situations He will 
realize how important is the language to communicate in 
other countries.
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.VOCABULARY

Please try and work with the children 
so that they understand the following vocabulary 
beforehand, most of these words will appear during the 
performance.
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Nouns Adjectives Verbs Other words

Rock star Young To Be Now
Singer Beautiful To Speak Before
Audition Hard To have Around
Dream particular To try Properly
Language Funny To achieve Because
Verb Nice To visit Everything
Sentence Easy To Take Question
Noun Important To Go London Map

Address Difficult To Get Station
Underground Low To Study Level
Quiz Show High To Play



.VOCABULARY

 
MUSICAL  AND ROCK VOCABULARY:

! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! !  
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. EDUCATIONAL CONTENT.

. Educational:

Teaches children  important things like sequencing, new 
nouns, places and some adjectives and grammar 
structures like present simple, present continuous, past 
simple and future.

. Values:

The importance of this story lies in the message: 
If you try hard you can achieve whatever you want.
Follow your dreams and prepare yourself for them.
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. THE STORY.

Pete, is a funny and active young boy whose dream is 
become a rock star. He starts this humorous story at the 
present time as a rock star. He lived in Spain until one 
day he decided to go to London for an audition........... His 
favourite rock band was looking for a singer and this was 
his great opportunity. Pete has a problem: the English 
language.. He can not communicate in English, as his level 
is very low and he does not like English at all.

After studying very hard to get a better level he decides 
it is the time to go to London and try to get his dream.
Once in London he realizes that is not easy to speak and 
understand a language that he has studied for a short 
time. He will meet different people and situations that 
will make him improve the language and see the 
importance of studying a foreing language to manage daily 
routines and communicate in other countries. When he 
gets to the audition a new surprise is waiting for him........ 
a tv quiz show leads to the “Rock star” audition.
Our cute friend will try to do his best, answering 
questions and singing his favourite song in order to pass 
the audition and became a rock star. 
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. ACTIVITIES.

. TRUE OR FALSE.

Read the story. Decide if the  sentences are true or false. 
If they are false correct them.

1.Pete wants to be a rock star.

2.Pete lived in france.

3.Pete did not study english before going to London

4.Pete is going to London to visit monuments

5.Once in London Pete realizes that is not that easy to 
speak and understand a  foreing language

6.Pete went to London to take part in a quiz show.
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. ACTIVITIES.

VERBS IN THE PAST SIMPLE:

Look at verbs below. What is their form in the past 
simple?
Are they regular or irregular?

1.  To Be

   2. To Dream

3.  To Speak

4.  To Try

5.  To Achive

6.  To Visit 

7-. To Take

   8.  To Get

9.  To Go

10. To Study
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. ACTIVITIES.

HOW TO GET TO............

�
      

Question your students as if they were in London (some 
of the volunteers will be questioned during the 
performance).
Example:
- How do you get from Bond street station to 

Embankment station?
You have to take the brown line to Charing cross station 
and change to brown line to embankment

- How do you get from Oxford circus station to 
Westminster Station?

you get the blue line to Victoria station and change to the 
green or yellow line to get to Wesminster.
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. ACTIVITIES.

. LONDON FAMOUS PLACES:

Try to have a talk with your students about London 
city and its most famous places. Show them photos if 
possible. Match the Photos with their names.

The Big Ben

The river Thames.
      

The houses of Parliament

Victoria station.

Trafalgar Square.

There will be an activity, during the show, where 
volunteers will have to match the places photos with their 
names.
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. SONG.
�

ENGLISH?, NO, PLEASE!!

Nouns, adjectives, sentences and verbs
Nouns, adjectives, sentences and verbs
Studying English, I’m not feeling very well
Difficult language, English? no, please!!

Listenings, books, speaking, oh no!!
I do not like English, study..oh, no!!!
If my dream I want to achieve...
Study is the way to speak properly.

Listenings, books, speaking, oh no!!
I do not like English, study..oh, no!!!
But if my dream I want to achieve...
Study is the way to speak properly.

Nouns, adjectives, sentences and verbs
Nouns, adjectives, sentences and verbs
Studying English, I’m feeling very well
Very easy language, English? Yes, please!!
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. SONG.
�

LONDON BIG BEN RAP

Big ben is not a person      Big ben is not a person  
Big ben is not a clock      Big ben is not a clock
Big ben is not a tower      Big ben is not a tower
It’s a bell, ding dong. (x2)      It’s a bell, ding dong. (x2)

A science museum, to learn about space       Round and round goes the London eye
Astronauts, rockets: Awesome place.        It’s 130 metres high.
At the British museum, you can see,        Buckingham palace is where the queen 
Egyptian mummies, it’s free!         sleeps and the prime minister at 
A science museum, to learn about space       Downing street.
Astronauts, rockets: Awesome place.
At the British museum, you can see,
Egyptian mummies, it’s free!

   
Big ben is not a person         Round and round goes the London eye
Big ben is not a clock         It’s 130 metres high
Big ben is not a tower         Buckingham palace is where the queen 
It’s a bell, ding dong. (x2)         sleeps and the prime minister at
             Downing street.

700 species in London zoo.       if you are tired, and need to eat
Reptiles, amphibians, invertebrates too!     Get fish and chips and a cup of tea.(x2)
Penguins waddle, crocodiles snap. No you     
can’t stroke the crocodile on your lap!     Big ben is not a person
700 species in London zoo.       Big ben is not a clock
Reptiles, amphibians, invertebrates too!     Big ben is not a tower
Penguins waddle, crocodiles snap. No you     It’s a bell, ding dong. (x2)
can’t stroke the crocodile on your lap!
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  Thank you. 
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